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DISCLAIMER
DISCLAIMER
This manual is intended for the use of senior high school, undergraduate, and graduate student
researchers of Colegio de San Juan de Letran – Manila. It provides relevant information related to the
conduct of research, including theses, dissertations, business plans, feasibility studies, market studies,
strategic management papers, capstone papers, and other research-related outputs.
This manual is divided into twenty (20) sections that are deemed salient in the process of conducting
scholarly research. The guidelines, policies, and procedures stated herein were subjected to the approval
Academic Heads in close coordination with the concerned parties and final approval of the Vice President
for Academic Affairs.
This manual is intended only to provide the general guidelines in the conduct of research among senior
high school, undergraduate, and graduate students of the Colegio enrolled in research courses. Should
instances or cases beyond the scope of this manual arise, it is the responsibility of the student researcher,
research adviser, and research methods professor to inform the Department as well their respective
program chairpersons and deans.
The Colegio reserves the right to update, revise, and change the contents of the Student Research Manual
in order to adapt and be congruent with other policies of the institution.
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I. RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION DEPARTMENT
Vision
The Research and Publication Department (RPD) envisions itself in the forefront of scholarly
research in the Philippines recognized by the international academic community.
Mission
We are the Research and Publication Department. We are committed to the advancement of a
strong research culture of Letran Manila through the development of the capacity and capability of
every member of the Colegio to become a community of intellectual professionals responsive to
national and international issues guided by the Dominican charism.
The Logo
The RPD logo bears the Letran Cross, the symbol that represents our creed and commitment, our
crusade and championing of the Christian faith. The torch symbolizes how research and publications
light the way towards the truth, as guided by the Dominican charism. The blue and red colors in the
torch and in the background represent the ideals of the Colegio and of the RPD—blue for wisdom and
soundness of the mind while red represents candor in defending the truth. Wisdom always comes first
than candor, for senseless aggression is never the aim of the Colegio. The name of the office is also
enclosed between concentric circles.

Figure 1. Research and Publication Department Logo

Institutional Research Agenda Framework
Eight major research areas systematically make up the structure of the RPD Manila’s Institutional
Research Agenda. The research areas are products of consolidated research topics sent by the
academic departments. These specific topics and research areas are then geared towards the main
goal of the Colegio—Research, Development, and Innovation.
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Figure 2. Institutional Research Agenda Framework

Institutional Research Agenda (Areas and Sub-areas)
Environment and Disaster Management
• Hazard, Vulnerability, and Risk Assessment and Mapping
• Environmental Policy Research
• Pollution Control and Prevention
• Climate Change
• Disaster Risk Management
• Clean and Renewable Energies
• Indigenous Materials and Resources
• Environmental Sustainability Studies
Health and Allied Studies
• Mental Health
• Physical Wellbeing
• Food Safety and Security
• Food Innovation
• Food Nutrition
Society, Culture, and Tourism
• Sustainable Heritage Conservation
• Sustainable Tourism
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• Sustainable Communities
• Dominican Philosophy and Religious Studies
• Community Impact Assessment Studies
• Studies on Digital Societies and Social Media
• Studies on Mass and Print Media
Inclusive Nation Building
• Indigenous Peoples Studies
• Gender Responsive Studies
• Peace and Justice
• Human Rights
• Policy Research
• Poverty and Inequality Studies
• Leadership and Governance
Quality Standards in Education
• Educational Technology
• Digital Learning and Assessment
• Curriculum Development
• Pedagogies in Education
• Educational Policy
• Educational Management and Leadership
• New Ecologies of Learning
• Outcomes-Based Education
Data Information Systems and Security
• Data Privacy and Cybersecurity
• Data Science and Analytics
• Software and Systems Development
• Systems Engineering
• Web Development and Management
• Network Systems
• Mobile Applications
Business and Quality Management
• Organizational Culture
• E-Commerce and Advertising
• Digital Accounting
• Business Risk Management
• Green Purchase
• Business Sustainability and Resiliency
• Quality Management Systems
• Corporate Social Responsibility
Engineering and Innovation
• Green Engineering
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•
•
•
•
•

Ergonomics
Biosensors and Environmental Technology
Studies on Built Environment
IoT Technology and Applications
Emerging Technologies

Departmental Research Agenda
Graduate School
➢ Business Sustainability and Resiliency under the New Normal
• SMSE’s Growth and prospects in Post Pandemic Era
• Challenges and Endurance of Business and Management Schools under the New Normal
• Online Platform: The Future of Philippine Business
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
➢ Mental and Medical Health
• COVID-19/pandemic-related concerns and priorities
• Behaviors, affect, and cognition towards vaccination
• Physical and well-being
• Food safety and security
• Financial literacy
➢ Promotion of human rights
• Gender studies
• Minorities and cultural groups
• Electoral processes and outcomes
• Peace and justice
➢ Initiative for environmental protection and sustainability
• Climate change
• Pollution control
• Disaster risk management and education
• Renewable energies
• Indigenous materials and resources
College of Business Administration and Accountancy
➢ Food Innovation (Functional Foods / Value-addition)
➢ Food Nutrition and Security
➢ Sustainable and Responsible Tourism
➢ Environmental Tourism
➢ Innovation and Technology in Hospitality and Tourism
➢ Quality data and Information systems and processes in a dynamic business environment
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➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Work ethics, Employee engagement and organizational culture
E-commerce and digital business innovation and creativity
Shared Leadership, Innovation and Risk Management
Business Analytics and Artificial Intelligence
New Digital Accounting and Finance Transformations
Risk Management and Financial Performance

College of Engineering and Information Technology
➢ Data Information and Security
• Studies on Cybersecurity
• Software Development
• Systems Development
• Web Development and Management
• Systems Engineering
• Network Systems
• Mobile Application
➢ Educational Technology
• Development of Learning Management System
• Digital Assessment System
➢ Environment Sustainability and Risk Reduction
• Hazards, Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
• Clean and Renewable Energies
• Pollution Control and Prevention
• Disaster Risk Management
➢ Engineering and Innovation
• Green Engineering
• Ergonomics
• Studies on Built Environment
• Biosensors and Environmental Technology
• IoT Technology and Applications
• Emerging Technologies
College of Education
➢ Educational Technology
➢ Digital Learning and Assessment
➢ Curriculum Development
➢ Pedagogies in Education
➢ Educational Policy
➢ Educational Management and Leadership
➢ New Ecologies of Learning
➢ Outcomes-Based Education
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Senior High School Department
➢ Quality Standards in Education
➢ Local/National Responsiveness and Policy Studies
➢ Society, Culture and Human Behavior
➢ Nature and Environment
➢ Gender Responsive Research
➢ Business and Product Development

Organizational Structure

Figure 3. Organizational Structure
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II. STUDENT RESEARCHERS
General Overview
Student researchers are any bona fide students of the Colegio currently enrolled in research-related
courses, particularly thesis and dissertation writing. Likewise, faculty members who handle courses
that highlight the research skills of students are to abide by the contents (i.e., format, guidelines,
procedures, etc.) of this manual. As such, this manual is applicable to the following courses:
Table 1. List of Research Courses and the respective Programs

Course
Code

Course Description

Program

Graduate School
Thesis Writing 1
Master in Business Administration
Thesis Writing 2
Master in Business Administration
Dissertation Writing 1
Doctor in Business Administration
Dissertation Writing 2
Doctor in Business Administration
Dissertation Writing 3
Doctor in Business Administration
College of Business Administration and Accountancy
FDT126 Methods of Research in Food Science Technology
Food Technology
FDT129 Thesis Writing with Lab
Food Technology
NDT113 Food and Nutrition Research 1
Nutrition and Dietetics
NDT118 Food and Nutrition Research 2
Nutrition and Dietetics
TMT120 Research in Tourism 1
Tourism Management
TMT124 Research in Tourism 2
Tourism Management
CBA107 Business Research 1 / Thesis with Lab
Operations Management
HMT128 Research in Hospitality 1
Hospitality Management
HMT132 Research in Hospitality 2
Hospitality Management
CBA107 Business Research 1 / Thesis with Lab
Human Resource Management
ENT111 Business Plan Preparation
Entrepreneurship
CBA107 Business Research 1 / Thesis with Lab
Marketing Management
ACC121 Accounting Research Methods with Lab
Accountancy
ACC130 Accounting Research with Lab
Accountancy
CBA107 Business Research 1 / Thesis with Lab
Financial Management
ACC121 Accounting Research Methods with Lab
Accounting Information System
CBA107 Business Research 1 / Thesis with Lab
Economics
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
ADV208 Advertising Research 1
Advertising
ADV211 Advertising Research 2
Advertising
BRD216 Broadcast Research 1
Broadcasting
BRD222 Broadcast Research 2
Broadcasting
COM216 Thesis 1
Communication
COM222 Thesis 2
Communication
JRN211 Thesis 1
Journalism
JRN216 Thesis 2
Journalism
LGM219 Research Methods in Legal Management 1
Legal Management
LGM220 Research Methods in Legal Management 2
Legal Management
POL209 Introduction to Political Analysis and Research
Political Science
POL215 Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Political Data
Political Science
PSY214 Research Methods in Psychology 1
Psychology
PSY216 Research Methods in Psychology 2
Psychology
College of Engineering and Information Technology
CVE418L Research Methods for CE
Civil Engineering
CVE421 CE Project 1 (with Lab)
Civil Engineering
CVE428 CE Project 2 (with Lab)
Civil Engineering
ELE415L Research Methods for EE
Electrical Engineering
Thesis 1
Thesis 2
Disser 1
Disser 2
Disser 3
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ELE422L
ELE428L
ECE417
ECE419L
ECE423L
IDE416L
IDE420L
IDE428L
IDE425L
IDE429L
DGA410
DGA411
IIT416
IIT418

Research Project 1 Lab
Research Project 2 Lab
Methods of Research
Design 1 / Capstone Project 1 (Lab)
Design 2 / Capstone Project 2 (Lab)
Marketing Management for IE (Lab)
Undergraduate Research 1 (Lab)
Undergraduate Research 2 (Lab)
Project Feasibility Study (Lab)
IE Capstone Project (Lab)
Capstone Project 1 (DA)
Capstone Project 2 (DA)
Capstone Project 1 (IT)
Capstone Project 2 (IT)
Senior High School Department
CTRDL01 Research in Daily Life 1 (Qualitative Research)
CTRDL02 Research in Daily Life 2 (Quantitative Research)

Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Electronics Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Digital Arts
Digital Arts
Information Technology
Information Technology
Grade 11
Grade 12

Role of Student Researchers
1. Prepare the manuscript of research.
2. Consult with the Research Method Professor and/or Research Adviser regarding any concern of
the paper.
3. Review related literature and write about the theoretical background pertaining to the
intellectualized topic.
4. Consult subject matter experts, instrument validator, statistician, and language editor.
5. Collect, process, analyze and interpret data.
6. Formulate conclusion and future directions.
7. Incorporate the comments given by the Research Method Professor, Research Adviser, and
Research Panelists.
8. Comply with all the research policies of the RPD in preparing the final manuscript.

III. RESEARCH METHOD PROFESSOR
General Overview
Research Method Professors are bona fide faculty members of the Colegio designated to teach the
rudiments of research writing and presentation.
Roles of the Research Method Professor
1. Implement the publishable/IMRAD format found in Section XV of this manual in accordance with
the mandate of the Academic Affairs/Rector and President to the colleges dated January 12,
2016 (see Figure 4) as reiterated by the Vice President for Academic Affairs in her email dated
August 9, 2021 (see Figure 5).
2. Coordinate with Research and Publication Department regarding the research services,
processes and requirements.
3. Assist the students in the conceptualization of their research topics.
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4. Mentor students in terms of the various research designs.
5. Introduce to the students the various data analysis tools and techniques.
6. Facilitate the assignment of research advisers in coordination with the Program
Chairperson/Academic Coordinator upon the approval of the Dean/Principal.
7. Facilitate the selection of research panelists following the guidelines of the Research and
Publication Department upon the approval of the Dean/Principal.
8. Prepare and implement the schedule of proposal and final defense.
9. Provide the top six research manuscript to the Program Chair/Academic Coordinator for possible
presentation in the Likhang Arriba and publication in Antorcha/Letran Business and Economic
Review.
10.Only if there are no more faculty members available to be assigned as research adviser or due
to resignation of the current research adviser that Research Method Professor shall accept an
advisory group.

Figure 4. Mandate of the Academic Affairs/Rector and President to adopt the publishable/IMRAD format
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Figure 5. Reiteration of the January 12, 2016 Memo of the Academic Affairs/Rector and President to adopt the publishable/IMRAD format
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Criteria for the Selection of Research Method Professor
All research method professors are preferably full-time faculty member with master’s degree who
possesses at least one of the following criteria:
1. Has published at least two (2) research in a peer-reviewed national or international research
journal for the past 5 years.
2. Has taken up research methods courses in graduate school (quantitative/qualitative methods).
3. Has been engaged in a research project in the last five years.

IV. RESEARCH ADVISERS
General Overview
Research Advisers are any bona fide employees of the Colegio designated to mentor students
during their conduct of research.
General Guidelines and Policies on Research Adviser
1. Only bona fide employees of the Colegio may be assigned as Research Advisers by the Research
Method Professor with the approval of the Program Chairperson/Academic Coordinator and
Dean/Principal. Graduate students may be allowed to have external Research Advisers (i.e., nonemployees of the Colegio) provided they have the approval of the Dean.
2. Priority for research paper advising will be given to full-time faculty members of the Colegio.
3. Each Research Adviser shall have a maximum of 5 groups of advisees.
4. If there are no more certified Research Advisers, the Research Method Professor may deem to
endorse the adviser additional advisees not exceeding 3 more groups upon the approval of the
Program Chairperson and the Dean. Research Advisers in the Senior High School Department
may be given additional groups of advisees beyond the maximum (i.e., 8 groups) provided they
have the approval of the Academic Coordinator and the Principal.
5. Faculty Advisers and Student Researchers are expected to have at least 10 consultation meetings
documented using the Adviser Consultation Form (SR15 Form) that will be provided by the
Research Method Professor. Adviser Consultation Form (SR15 Form) is available at the Research
and Publication Department and may also be downloaded via https://researchmanila.letran.edu.ph/downloads.
6. In cases where in a Research Adviser has to be changed due to resignation, termination, or nongoodness of fit, it is up to the Research Method Professor to endorse another Research Adviser
depending on his or her field of expertise which will be approved by the office of the Dean (i.e.
colleges and graduate school) or the Academic coordinator of the Senior High School.
7. The latest Research Adviser shall become the co-author of the Student Researcher/s.
Roles of the Research Adviser
1. Assist the students in the conceptualization of their research topic.
2. Follow the agreed research consultation schedule set with the students.
3. Guide the students in the preparation of research instruments.
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4. As co-author, monitor and assist in the research instrument validation, data
collection/gathering and analysis.
5. Assist in the preparation of the final manuscript following the guidelines set by the Research
and Publication Department.
Criteria for the Selection of the Research Adviser
An employee of the Colegio assigned as Research Adviser should preferably a full-time faculty
member and possess at least one of the following criteria:
1. Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in the same or related field of specialization.
2. Has completed all academic requirements of a master’s degree relevant to the field of
specialization and is currently enrolled in a thesis writing course.
3. Has published at least one (1) research in a national or international research journal on the
same field of specialization for the past 5 years.
4. Is a practitioner in the same or related field of specialization
5. Has been engaged in a research project in the last five years.

V. RESEARCH PANELISTS
General Overview
Research Panelists are any subject matter experts invited by the Colegio to evaluate and help
improve the content and methods of research manuscript.
General Guidelines and Policies on Research Panelist*
1. The Research Methods Professor should invite at least three panel members consisting of at
least one content expert in the same field (either external or internal) and any of the following:
a. Research methodology expert in the same or related field (either external or internal)
b. Dean’s or Academic Coordinator’s representative from a different field of expertise (either
external or internal)
2. No adviser shall be a member of the defense panel of his own advisees.
3. For Graduate students’ defense (both proposal and final) should consist of 3 Full Professors or
Associate Professors for the masteral program and 4 Full Professors or Associate Professors for
the doctoral program
Role of Research Panelists
1. Evaluate the contents of the research manuscript.
2. Provide comments that will improve the paper.
3. Evaluate the presentation of the student researchers.
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Criteria for the Selection of the Research Panelist
The Panel shall consist of at least three members: the Content Expert, the Methods Expert, and/or
the Dean’s/Academic Coordinator’s Representative. All invited panelists should possess at least one of
the following criteria:
Table 2. Criteria for the Selection of the Research Panelist

Content Expert

Methods Expert

Academic Representative

Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in
the same field of specialization

Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in
his or her field of specialization

Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in
his or her field of specialization

A research reviewer or editor of a
reputable national or international
research journal.

Has
completed
all
academic
requirements of a master’s degree
relevant to his or her field of
specialization and is currently enrolled
in a thesis writing course
Has published at least two (2) research
in a national or international research
journal on his or her field of
specialization for the past 5 years
Has practiced his or her field of
expertise for at least 3 years.
Has been engaged in a research project
in the last five years

For Graduate School panelist, a
doctorate degree is a must
Has
completed
all
academic
requirements of a master’s degree
relevant to the field of specialization
and is currently enrolled in a thesis
writing course
Has published at least two (2) research
in a national or international research
journal on the same field of
specialization for the past 5 years
Has practiced the same field of
expertise for at least 3 years
Has been engaged in a research project
in the last five years

Published at least two (2) research in
national or international journals.

Has been engaged in a research project
in the last five years
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VI. INSTRUMENT VALIDATION
General Overview
Certified Validators are professionals who are trained and had proven track record in the content
and face validation of survey instruments (quantitative research) and/or interview protocols
(qualitative research). The research instrument shall be evaluated by the certified validator for its face
(grammar and construction) and its content (alignment of items to the research aim) before use in data
gathering.
General Guidelines and Policies on Instrument Validation
1. All research studies which require the use of quantitative instrument, interview questionnaire,
and other similar tools that will serve as data gathering materials must undergo content
Instrument Validation
2. Only certified validators are allowed to validate research tools of the students of the Colegio.
3. If the research instrument is a standardized instrument or is adapted from a published article,
the student researcher needs to request for an instrument validation exemption for the
concerned standardized tool.
4. The validator shall be assigned, and consultation fee shall be determined by the RPD.
5. Student researchers should have their survey instrument and/or interview protocol validated at
least 1 month before data gathering.
6. Instrument validation usually lasts from 2 to 5 working days from the day the survey instrument
and/or interview protocol and the research paper were submitted to the validator.
7. Payment shall be coursed through the Finance Department.
Procedures in Instrument Validation (Face-to-Face Processing)
1. The student shall accomplish SR03 – Instrument Validation Service Form.
2. The Student Research Coordinator shall issue Payment Advice Form (Blue Form) and the student
shall pay the corresponding fee at the cashier.
3. The student shall submit the official receipt to the Department for scanning and shall fill out the
Instrument Validation Google Form - www.tinyurl.com/InstrumentValidation.
4. The Student Research Coordinator shall assign a Certified Instrument Validator.
5. The student shall submit SR03 – Instrument Validation Service Form and other pertinent
documents (student’s manuscript and research instrument) to the assigned Certified Instrument
Validator.
6. The Certified Instrument Validator shall review and validate the instrument. In the case that
there are some revisions to be made, the Validator shall return the instrument to the student
for revision.
7. After revision, the student shall re-submit the instrument to the validator for approval. Once
approved, the validator shall sign SR03 for endorsement to the Department.
8. After presenting the duly signed SR03, the Student Research Coordinator shall issue SR04 –
Certificate of Instrument Validation.
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Accomplish
SR03 – Instrument
Validation Service Form

Release of the Certificate
of Instrument Validation

Secure Payment Advice
Form at RPD and pay at
the Cashier.

Approval of the
Research Instrument

Submit official receipt and fill out
www.tinyurl.com/InstrumentValidation

Revision of the
Research Instrument

Assigning of Instrument
Validator.

Review and validation of
Research Instrument

Figure 6. Face-to-Face Instrument Validation Service Flowchart

Procedure Instrument Validation (Online Processing)
1. The student or group representative shall email the following information to
research@letran.edu.ph
a. Complete Name and Student Number
b. Program
c. Title of Research
d. Service to Avail (for validation, write “VALIDATION”)
2. The student must use one email thread for the entire Instrument Validation service and use this
format in the subject line: “VALIDATION - Last Name, First Name - Program” (ex: VALIDATION Dela Cruz, Juan - Marketing Management)
3. The
student
shall
answer
the
Google
Form
found
in
this
link:
www.tinyurl.com/InstrumentValidation. He/she shall also pay the corresponding validation fee
online.
4. After answering the Google form and paying the corresponding fee, the student shall forward
the following payment details to the same email thread used in his/her first inquiry at
research@letran.edu.ph.
a. Name of Student
b. Student Number
c. Photo or screenshot of the deposit slip
d. Amount deposited
e. Date deposited
f. Bank and Branch
5. The Student Research Coordinator shall forward the payment details to the Cashier for
verification. Once verified, an instrument validator shall be assigned to the student.
6. The student shall email his/her SR03 – Instrument Validation Service Form to the assigned
validator together with the Research Instrument and Research Manuscript for checking
7. The Certified Instrument Validator shall review and validate the instrument. In the case that
there are some revisions to be made, the Validator shall return the instrument to the student
for revision.
8. After revision, the student shall re-submit the instrument to the validator for approval. Once
approved, the validator shall sign SR03 and shall email the form to the student copy furnished
the RPD at research@letran.edu.ph.
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9. The RPD shall release the SR04 – Certificate of Instrument Validation to the student.
* Only one email thread must be used during the entire Instrument Validation process (for
student, Validator and RPD).
Email
research@letran.edu.ph
for the service request

Release of the Certificate
of Instrument Validation

Answer
www.tinyurl.com/InstrumentValidation
for the service request

Approval of the
Research Instrument

Pay corresponding fee
and send the payment
details to
research@letran.edu.ph

Revision of the
Research Instrument

Payment verification and
assigning of Instrument
Validator.

Review and validation of
Research Instrument

Figure 7. Online Instrument Validation Service Flowchart

Certified Instrument Validators
The main task of the certified Instrument Validator is to ensure the content and face validity of the
survey instrument and/or interview protocol to be use by student researcher in his/her data gathering.
The validator checks the alignment of the content of the survey instrument and/or the interview
protocol with the objective/s of the study.
Criteria for the Selection of Certified Instrument Validators
All Certified Validators should possess at least two of the following criteria:
1. Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in the same topic to be validated.
2. Has a doctoral degree (dissertation track) for post graduate students.
3. Has completed all academic requirements of a master’s degree relevant to the topic to be
validated and is currently enrolled in a thesis writing course.
4. Has published at least one (1) research in a peer-reviewed national or international research
journal in the past 5 years.
5. Has been engaged in a research project in the last five years.
6. Has been engaged in research instrument validation in the last five years

VII. DATA ANALYSIS
General Overview
Certified Data Analysts are professionals who are trained and had proven track record in the
analysis of either quantitative or qualitative data. For quantitative analysis, statistical treatments are
done to ensure that the gathered data shall be of use in the discussion part of the paper. For qualitative
analysis, thematization is done to extract themes from the raw data that shall also be of use in the
discussion of the research.
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General Guidelines and Policies on Data Analysis
1. In cases when quantitative/qualitative data analysis are needed by the students of the Colegio,
only certified data analysts are allowed to accept consultations.
2. Each data analyst is only allowed a maximum of 10 groups/research papers per semester.
3. If there are no more certified data analyst, RPD may deem to assign available data analyst
additional student researchers not exceeding 5 more groups.
4. The data analyst shall be assigned, and consultation fee shall be determined by the RPD
depending on the type of analysis that will be performed on the data set.
5. Data Analysis processing usually lasts from 4 to 7 working days from the day the encoded data
was given to the certified data analyst.
6. Payment shall be coursed through the Finance Department.
7. Certified statisticians may be able to use the facilities of the RPD.
Procedures in Data Analysis (Face-to-Face Processing)
1. The student shall accomplish SR05 – Data Analysis Service Form.
2. The Student Research Coordinator shall issue Payment Advice Form (Blue Form) and the student
shall pay the corresponding fee at the cashier.
3. The student shall submit the official receipt to the Department for scanning and shall fill out the
Data
Analysis
Google
Form
www.tinyurl.com/QuantiAnalysis
or
www.tinyurl.com/QualiAnalysis.
4. The Student Research Coordinator shall assign a Certified Data Analyst.
5. The student shall submit SR05 – Data Analysis Service Form and other pertinent documents
(student’s paper and data set) to the assigned Certified Data Analyst.
6. The Certified Data Analyst shall review and analyze the data.
7. The data analyst and student researcher shall discuss the results of the analysis.
8. After the discussion, the data analyst shall sign SR05 for endorsement to the Department.
9. After presenting the duly signed SR05, the Student Research Coordinator shall issue SR06 –
Certificate of Data Analysis.

Accomplish
SR05 – Data Analysis
Service Form

Release of the Certificate
of Data Analysis

Secure Payment Advice
Form at RPD and pay at
the Cashier.

Endorsement of the
completion of the
analysis to RPD

Submit official receipt and fill out
www.tinyurl.com/QuantiAnalysis or
www.tinyurl.com/QualiAnalysis

Discussion with the
expert about the results
of the analysis

Assigning of Quantitative
or Qualitative Data
Analyst.

Performing data analysis

Figure 8. Face-to-Face Data Analysis Service Flowchart

Procedure in Data Analysis (Online Processing)
1. The student or group representative shall email the following information to
research@letran.edu.ph
a. Complete Name and Student Number
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2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

b. Program
c. Title of Research
d. Service to Avail (for Data Analysis, write “DATA ANALYSIS-QUANTI” or “DATA ANALYSISQUALI”)
The student must use one email thread for the entire Data Analysis service and use this format
in the subject line: “QUANTI ANALYSIS - Last Name, First Name - Program” (ex: QUANTI ANALYSIS
- Dela Cruz, Juan - Marketing Management)
The student shall answer the Google Form found in this link: www.tinyurl.com/QuantiAnalysis
or www.tinyurl.com/QualiAnalysis depending on the type of data analysis to be performed.
He/she shall also pay the corresponding data analysis fee online.
After answering the Google form and paying the corresponding fee, the student shall forward
the following payment details to the same email thread used in his/her first inquiry at
research@letran.edu.ph.
a. Name of Student
b. Student Number
c. Photo or screenshot of the deposit slip
d. Amount deposited
e. Date deposited
f. Bank and Branch
The Student Research Coordinator shall forward the payment details to the Cashier for
verification. Once verified, a data analyst shall be assigned to the student.
The student shall email his/her accomplished SR05 – Data Analysis Service Form to the assigned
data analyst together with the tabulated data and Research Manuscript.
The Data Analyst shall check and analyze the gathered data. A summary of results shall be
generated and forwarded to the student. The data analyst shall discuss the results to the student
should there be a need.
The data analyst shall sign SR05 and shall email the form to the student copy furnished the RPD
at research@letran.edu.ph.
The RPD shall release the SR06 - Certificate of Data Analysis to the student.
*Only one email thread must be used during the entire Data Analysis process (for student, Data
Analyst and RPD).

Email
research@letran.edu.ph
for the service request

Release of the Certificate
of Data Analysis

Answer
www.tinyurl.com/QuantiAnalysis or
www.tinyurl.com/QualiAnalysis for the
service request

Endorsement of the
completion of the
analysis to RPD

Pay corresponding fee
and send the payment
details to
research@letran.edu.ph

Discussion with the
expert about the results
of the analysis

Figure 9. Online Data Analysis Service Flowchart

Payment verification and
assigning of Quantitative
or Qualitative Data
Analyst.

Performing data analysis
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Certified Data Analysts
The main task of the certified Quantitative Data Analyst is to guide the students in choosing the
most appropriate statistical tool. The Quantitative Data Analyst process the data of the students using
the most appropriate statistical tool, assist the students in the preparation of the statistical report and
in the analysis and interpretation of the results.
The main task of the certified Qualitative Data Analyst is to code the raw data and produce first
and/or second level themes in consultation with the student. The Qualitative Data Analyst assist the
students in the interpretation of the themes and in the analysis and interpretation of the results.
Criteria for the Selection of Certified Data Analysts
All Certified Data Analysts should possess at least two of the following criteria:
1. Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in the same topic to be validated.
2. Has a doctoral degree (dissertation track) for post graduate students.
3. Has completed all academic requirements of a master’s degree relevant to the topic to be
validated and is currently enrolled in a thesis writing course.
4. Has published at least one (1) research in a peer-reviewed national or international research
journal in the past 5 years.
5. Has been engaged in a research project in the last five years.
6. Has been engaged in data analysis in the last five years

VIII. ORIGINALITY CHECK
General Overview
The RPD is maintaining a strict rule regarding plagiarism in the production of scholarly work. As
such, the Department has purchased an originality checking program called TurnItIn to check the
originality of the research papers in the Colegio.
General Guidelines and Policies on Originality Checking
1. All student researchers must have their research manuscript processed at the Department for
originality check before the proposal defense and after the final defense upon completion of all
the revisions.
2. The paper must be approved by the adviser before transaction with the RPD.
3. The paper must at least have a 10% or below Similarity Index in order to be given a Certificate
of Originality signed by an RPD representative.
4. The student is asked to remove the references part of the research before subjecting it to
Originality Checking.
5. Originality checking usually lasts from 2 to 3 working days from the day the research manuscript
was received by the RPD.
6. Each Originality Check (OC) transaction/payment is equivalent to three runs in the Turnitin
Software (per research course and not transferable to the next research course):
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a. In the event of a 10% or below Similarity Index in the first run, the remaining two runs will
be forfeited.
b. In the event of an 11% or above Similarity Index, the RPD shall return the paper for
revision. Once the Similarity Index reached the desired value, the third run will be
forfeited.
c. In the event of an 11% or above Similarity Index after three runs, the student shall have
to pay for another transaction of the OC.
7. Payment for the originality checking is inclusive of the three runs per research manuscript per
course (Proposal Defense). Another payment shall be made for the next course (Final Defense).
Procedures in Originality Checking (Face-to-Face Processing)
1. The Student Research Coordinator shall issue Payment Advice Form (Blue Form) and the student
shall pay the corresponding fee at the cashier.
2. The student shall submit the official receipt to the Department for scanning and shall fill out the
Originality Check Google Form - www.tinyurl.com/OriginalityCheck.
3. The student shall email the accomplished SR01 – Originality Checking Service Form and .doc file
of the paper to research@letran.edu.ph.
4. The research manuscript shall be subjected to originality check thru the Turnitin.
5. If the similarity index is above 10%, the student shall edit the manuscript and email it back to
research@letran.edu.ph for another round of originality check.
6. If the similarity index is 10% and below, the Student Research Coordinator shall issue SR02 Certificate of Originality.
7. If the manuscript fails to reach the required similarity index after three runs, the student shall
have to repeat the entire process.

Secure Payment Advice
Form at RPD and pay at
the Cashier.

Submit official receipt and fill out
www.tinyurl.com/OriginalityCheck

Email SR01 – Originality
Checking Service Form &
research manuscript at
research@letran.edu.ph.

Y
Release of the
Certificate of Originality

If originality check is 10%
or less

Originality checking thru
Turnitin.

N

Revise manuscript and
send back for another
run (total of 3 runs
maximum)

Figure 10. Face-to-face Originality Checking Service Flowchart

Procedures in Originality Checking (Online Processing)
1. The student or group representative shall email the following information to
research@letran.edu.ph
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2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

a. Complete Name and Student Number
b. Program
c. Title of Research
d. Service to Avail (for Originality Check, write “ORIGINALITY CHECK”)
The student must use one email thread for the entire Originality Check service and use this
format in the subject line: “ORIGINALITY CHECK - Last Name, First Name - Program” (ex:
ORIGINALITY CHECK - Dela Cruz, Juan - Marketing Management)
The student shall answer the Google Form found in this link: www.tinyurl.com/OriginalityCheck.
He/she shall also pay the corresponding data analysis fee online.
After answering the Google form and paying the corresponding fee, the student shall forward
the following payment details to the same email thread used in his/her first inquiry at
research@letran.edu.ph.
a. Name of Student
b. Student Number
c. Photo or screenshot of the deposit slip
d. Amount deposited
e. Date deposited
f. Bank and Branch
g. Research manuscript (without the References)
h. Accomplished SR01 – Originality Checking Service Form
The Student Research Coordinator shall forward the payment details to the Cashier for
verification. Once verified, the research manuscript shall be checked for originality thru Turnitin.
If the similarity index is above 10%, the student shall edit the manuscript and email it back to
research@letran.edu.ph for another round of originality check.
If the similarity index is 10% and below, the Student Research Coordinator shall issue SR02 Certificate of Originality.
If the manuscript fails to reach the required similarity index after three runs, the student shall
have to repeat the entire process starting from step number 4.
*Only one email thread must be used during the entire Originality Check process (for student,
and RPD).
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Answer
www.tinyurl.com/OriginalityCheck
for the service request

Email
research@letran.edu.ph
for the service request

Pay corresponding fee
and send the payment
details to
research@letran.edu.ph

Email SR01 – Originality
Checking Service Form &
research manuscript at
research@letran.edu.ph.

Y
Release of the
Certificate of Originality

If originality check is 10%
or less

Originality checking thru
Turnitin.

N

Revise manuscript and
send back for another
run (total of 3 runs
maximum)

Figure 11. Online Originality Checking Service Flowchart

IX. LANGUAGE EDITING
General Overview
Certified Language Editors are professionals who are trained and had proven track record in
English/Filipino language, grammar checking, and sentence construction. The Language Editing service
of the RPD secures that all research papers are professionally and academically done in preparation
for possible publication.
General Guidelines and Policies on Language Editing
1. Students are required to have their research manuscripts edited by professional language
editors after the final defense.
2. Only certified language editors are allowed to edit research of the students of the Colegio.
3. A paper should undergo originality check at the Department prior to language editing before the
proposal defense and after the final defense.
4. Students should submit their papers for originality check and language editing 2 weeks before
the deadline of encoding of grades. Failure to comply with the prescribed maximum turnaround
time will be subjected to an incomplete grade which will be the full discretion of the research
method professor/teacher.
5. The Language Editing process usually lasts 4-5 working days from the day the manuscript was
given to the Language Editor.
6. Each language editor is only allowed a maximum of 10 groups/research papers per semester.
7. In the event that there are no more certified language editors, the RPD may deem to assign
available language editors additional student researchers not exceeding 5 more groups.
8. The language editor shall be assigned, and consultation fee shall be determined by the RPD.
9. Payment shall be coursed through the Finance Department.
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Procedures in Language Editing (Face-to-Face Processing)
1. The student shall accomplish SR07 – Language Editing Service Form.
2. The Student Research Coordinator shall issue Payment Advice Form (Blue Form) and the student
shall pay the corresponding fee at the cashier.
3. The student shall submit the official receipt to the Department for scanning and shall fill out the
Language Editing Google Form - www.tinyurl.com/LanguageEdit.
4. The Student Research Coordinator shall assign a Certified Language Editor.
5. The student shall submit SR07 – Language Editing Service Form and other pertinent documents
(student’s manuscript) to the assigned Certified Language Editor. The student may submit a hard
copy of soft copy of the paper depending on the preference of the editor.
6. The Certified Language Editor shall proofread and edit the paper. In the case that there are some
revisions to be made, the Language Editor shall return the paper to the student for revision.
7. After revision, the student shall re-submit the paper to the Language Editor for approval. Once
approved, the Language Editor shall sign SR07 for endorsement to the Department.
8. After presenting the duly signed SR07, the Student Research Coordinator shall issue SR08 –
Certificate of Language Editing.

Accomplish
SR07 – Language Editing
Service Form

Release of the Certificate
of Language Editing

Secure Payment Advice
Form at RPD and pay at
the Cashier.

Approval of the
Research Manuscript

Submit official receipt and fill out
www.tinyurl.com/LanguageEdit

Revision of the
Research Manuscript

Assigning of Language
Editor.

Proofreading and editing
of research manuscript

Figure 12. Face-to-Face Language Editing Service Flowchart

Procedure in Language Editing (Online Processing)
1. The student or group representative shall email the following information to
research@letran.edu.ph
a. Complete Name and Student Number
b. Program
c. Title of Research
d. Service to Avail (for language editing, write “LANGUAGE EDITING”)
2. The student must use one email thread for the entire Instrument Validation service and use this
format in the subject line: “LANGUAGE EDITING - Last Name, First Name - Program” (ex:
LANGUAGE EDITING - Dela Cruz, Juan - Marketing Management)
3. The student shall answer the Google Form found in this link: www.tinyurl.com/LanguageEdit.
He/she shall also pay the corresponding language editing fee online.
a. In the Google Form, the student shall be required to count the number of pages for
language editing. All papers must follow the RPD Language Editing Format:
i. Font Type: Times New Roman
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ii.
iii.
iv.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Font Size: 12
Spacing: Double
Page Margins: 1” top, bottom, left, and right (for papers with special margins,
please remove all photos/letterheads)
v. Exclude: bibliography and title page
b. The Similarity Index in the student’s Originality Checking Certificate will also be asked.
After answering the Google form and paying the corresponding fee, the student shall forward
the following payment details to the same email thread used in his/her first inquiry at
research@letran.edu.ph.
a. Name of Student
b. Student Number
c. Photo or screenshot of the deposit slip
d. Amount deposited
e. Date deposited
f. Bank and Branch
The Student Research Coordinator shall forward the payment details to the Cashier for
verification. Once verified, a language editor shall be assigned to the student.
The student shall email his/her accomplished SR07 – Language Editing Service Form to the
assigned language editor together with the Research Manuscript for editing. The prescribed
Language Editing format must be followed.
The Certified Language Editor shall proofread and edit the manuscript. In the case that there are
some revisions to be made, the Language Editor shall return the manuscript to the student for
revision.
After revision, the student shall re-submit the manuscript to the language editor for approval.
Once approved, the editor shall sign SR07 and shall email the form to the student copy furnished
the RPD at research@letran.edu.ph.
The RPD shall release the Certificate of Language Editing to the student.
* Only one email thread must be used during the entire Language editing process (for student,
language editor and RPD).

Email
research@letran.edu.ph
for the service request

Release of the Certificate
of Language Editing

Answer www.tinyurl.com/LanguageEdit
for the service request

Approval of the
research manuscript

Pay corresponding fee
and send the payment
details to
research@letran.edu.ph

Revision of the
research manuscript

Payment verification and
assigning of Language
Editor.

Proofreading and editing
of research manuscript

Figure 13. Online Language Editing Service Flowchart

Certified Language Editors
The main task of the certified Language Editor is to proofread the manuscript of the student
researcher. The editor also suggests and/or edits grammatical improvements in the manuscript.
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Criteria for the Selection of Certified Language Editors
All Certified Validators should possess at least one of the following criteria:
1. Has a master’s degree (thesis track) in the same topic to be validated.
2. Has a doctoral degree (dissertation track) for post graduate students.
3. Has completed all academic requirements of a master’s degree relevant to the topic to be
validated and is currently enrolled in a thesis writing course.
4. Has been engaged in a language editing in the last three years.

X. STUDENT RESEARCH CLEARANCE
General Overview
To maintain the quality of research all throughout the Colegio and to ensure that all papers went
through the rigorous process of validation, data analysis, originality check, and language editing, the
RPD shall require one final document that will serve as the students’ clearance for the mentioned
research services. This certification shall be the proof that the paper had gone through quality checking
by the RPD.
General Guidelines and Policies on the Student Research Clearance
1. After the student had received the Certificate of Language Editing, he/she needs to secure the
Student Research Clearance (SR09).
2. This service is free of charge, and it should only be accomplished upon the culmination of the
language editing service.
3. The following documents must be presented to the RPD before release of the clearance. Failure
to present these documents shall mean non-issuance of SR09: Student Research Clearance.
a. SR02 - Certificate of Originality
b. SR04 - Certificate of Instrument Validation
c. SR06 - Certificate of Data Analysis
d. SR08 - Certificate of Language Editing
e. Final IMRaD copy of research
Procedures in Availing Student Research Clearance (Face-to-Face Processing)
1. The student researcher shall accomplish and submit SR09 (Student Research Clearance) and the
necessary attachments
a. SR02 - Certificate of Originality
b. SR04 - Certificate of Instrument Validation
c. SR06 - Certificate of Data Analysis
d. SR08 - Certificate of Language Editing
e. Final IMRaD copy of research
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2. The RPD shall countercheck the submissions presented by the student researcher. If there are
any deficiencies, the RPD shall contact the student researcher to comply with the deficient
requirements.
3. Once the requirements are satisfied, the RPD shall release the SR09 – Student Research
Clearance to the student.

Procedures in Availing Student Research Clearance (Online Processing)
1. The student or group representative shall email the following information and documents to
research@letran.edu.ph
a. Complete Name and Student Number
b. Program
c. Title of Research
d. Service to Avail (for Student Research Clearance, write “RPD CLEARANCE”)
e. SR02 - Certificate of Originality
f. SR04 - Certificate of Instrument Validation
g. SR06 - Certificate of Data Analysis
h. SR08 - Certificate of Language Editing
i. Final IMRaD copy of research
2. The student must use one email thread for the entire Student Research Clearance service and
use this format in the subject line: “RPD CLEARANCE - Last Name, First Name - Program” (ex:
ORIGINALITY CHECK - Dela Cruz, Juan - Marketing Management)
3. The RPD shall countercheck the submissions presented by the student researcher. If there are
any deficiencies, the RPD shall contact the student researcher to comply with the deficient
requirements.
4. Once the requirements are satisfied, the RPD shall release the SR09 – Student Research
Clearance to the student via the same thread.
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XI. RESEARCH GRANTS
General Overview
The student research grant is given to student researchers whose papers have been recommended
by their respective deans and approved by the Vice President for Academic Affairs for its outstanding
theoretical and practical contribution in their field of discipline. There are two types of grants that may
be given to deserving student researchers: (1) the conduct of research grant and (2) the research
presentation grant. These grants may only be availed by senior high school and undergraduate
students of the Colegio.
Policy on Research Grant Application
a. The student research grant is given to senior high school and undergraduate students currently
enrolled in thesis or other research-related courses.
b. Each research paper may be given a maximum of Php 20,000.00 for the conduct of research
which includes data gathering materials and procedures.
c. The letter of intent should be addressed to the Director of the Department noted by their
research adviser and program chairperson / academic coordinator and endorsed by their
respective dean or principal 1 month before the actual data gathering.
d. This grant does not cover the research services offered by the Department.
e. A student may only avail of the student research grant once per research paper
f. Research papers that have already received the student research grant are no longer eligible for
the research presentation grant.
g. The Vice President for Academic Affairs gives the final decision on the conduct of research grant.
Procedure on Research Grant Application
a. The student researcher shall submit application letter, duly endorsed by their respective by the
research adviser, research methods professor and Academic Head, to the Department at least
one month before the start of the data gathering.
b. The application letter shall include the full research proposal and proposed budget.
c. The Department shall review the merits of the research proposal.
d. Once approved by the Research and Publication Department Director, the request shall be
forwarded to the Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs for final approval.
e. After the approval of the VPAA, the Student Research Coordinator shall inform the student
applicant and adviser.
f. The Student Research Coordinator shall prepare a memorandum of understating pertinent to
the research grant to be signed by the student researcher/s, research adviser, student research
coordinator, Academic Head and RPD Director.
g. The Student Research Coordinator shall request the budget approved for the proposal under the
name of the research adviser. The Budget Section of the Finance Division shall be furnished with
a copy of the MOU for their monitoring needs.
h. The Research Adviser shall follow up the check at the Budget Section of the Finance Office.
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Policy on Student Research Presentation Grant
a. The research presentation grant is given to senior high school and undergraduate students who
intend to present their research paper in a national or international conference.
b. Each research paper may be given a maximum of Php 5,000.00 which may include registration,
accommodation, and transportation fees.
c. A letter of intent should be addressed to the Director of the Department noted by their research
adviser and program chairperson / academic coordinator and endorsed by their respective dean
or principal before submitting their research paper in any national or international conference.
d. Faculty advisers of research papers for the research presentation grant are still eligible to receive
a presentation incentive should they present the research in different conference as stipulated
in the Employee Research Manual (ERM).
e. A research paper may only be presented once, either in a national or international conference.
f. A student may only avail of the travel grant once per research paper
g. Research papers that have already received the research presentation grant are no longer
eligible for the student research grant.
h. The Vice President for Academic Affairs gives the final decision on the status of student research
grant.
Procedure on Student Research Presentation Grant
a. The student researcher shall submit application letter, duly endorsed by their respective by the
research adviser, research methods professor and Academic Head, to the Department at least
one month before the date of the conference.
b. The application letter shall include the full research paper, acceptance letter, conference or
training details, and proposed budget.
c. The Department shall review the merits of the application.
d. Once approved by the Research and Publication Department Director, the request shall be
forwarded to the Office of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs for final approval.
e. After the approval of the VPAA, the Student Research Coordinator shall inform the student
applicant and adviser.
f. The Student Research Coordinator shall prepare a memorandum of understating pertinent to
the grant to be signed by the student researcher/s, research adviser, student research
coordinator, Academic Head and RPD Director.
g. The Student Research Coordinator shall request the budget approved for the proposal under the
name of the research adviser. The Budget Section of the Finance Division shall be furnished with
a copy of the MOU for their monitoring needs.
h. The Research Adviser shall follow up the cheque at the Budget Section of the Finance Office.
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XII.

ETHICAL REVIEW

Ethical Considerations on Research Procedures
The following should be observed by the Student Researcher/s throughout the research process. It
is the responsibility of the Research Adviser to ensure that no harm is done before, during, and after
the data collection phase.
1. Informed consent stating the nature and purpose of the study must be sought from the
respondents/participants. Consent for minors (i.e. below 18 years old) and/or people with
special needs must be secured from their parents or legal guardians.
2. Potential risks and benefits of the research are also to be presented to the
respondents/participants before data collection.
3. The respondents/participants must agree to participate in the study freely and voluntarily.
4. The respondents/participants should be given the option to quit any time without any negative
or harmful consequences.
5. Incentives and rewards may be given to respondents/participants for joining the study provided
they are given appropriately in terms of type and amount without removing the element of
voluntary participation.
6. The use of deception must be avoided as much as possible. However, in cases wherein Student
Researcher/s can justify the knowledge to be gained through its use and non-deceptive
procedures are not feasible, this method may be used provided they are under the supervision
and guidance of their Research Adviser and Research Method Professor.
7. Participant’s debriefing must be conducted as the need arises.
8. Ethical standards must be observed in the usage of animal subjects in researches as stipulated
in the Guidelines for Ethical Conduct in the Care and Use of Nonhuman Animals in Research of
the American Psychological Association and the Ethical Considerations in Animal Studies of the
National
Center
for
Biotechnology
Information
(http://www.apa.org/science/leadership/care/care-animal-guidelines.pdf)
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3714121/)
9. Studies which are ethically challenging to complete, especially due to the sensitivity of data
subjects and methods to be used, as determined by either the research method
professor/teacher, research adviser and/or the Dean, shall undergo a Research Ethics Evaluation
by the RPD’s Ad-Hoc Research Ethics Committee (AHREC) for clearance and approval.
Data Privacy Act of 2012
In order to protect the data of the researchers and the data subjects, the Research and Publication
Department, together with the Data Protection Office of the Colegio, strictly enforces RA 10173 or the
Data Privacy Act of 2012 in all inputs, process, and outputs in research. As such, all student researchers
must be aware of the provisions and limitations prescribed in RA 10173 when it comes to the conduct
of their research.
1. Data Acquisition
a. Gather information only when extremely needed in a study. The student researchers, as
guided by their research advisers, should be able to classify information into Personal
Information (e.g. name, address, place of work, etc.), Sensitive Personal Information (e.g.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

marital status, age, education, etc.), and Privileged Information (e.g. information from
doctor-patient, priest-penitent, attorney-client, and husband-wife relationships) and carry
out necessary processes to protect the data subjects’ information.
b. Confidentiality and anonymity of the data subjects in the student’s research project must be
strictly enforced, unless extremely vital to the study as determined by the research adviser
and/or the research methods professor.
c. Clear Informed Consent Forms and Information Sheets must be provided to all research
participants before the actual data gathering process. No signed informed consent forms
from the participants, no data gathering.
d. Informed Consent Forms must contain the following: Risks and Benefits in Participating in the
Study.
Data Storage
a. Ensure that the collected data shall not be accessed by any unauthorized parties not
indicated in the informed consent form.
b. Make sure that physical forms containing sensitive information shall not be left lying around
nor shall be used as scratch paper. Always keep them secured.
c. Restrict access of unauthorized parties to the responses in Google Forms, Google Drives, and
Google Emails.
Data Use
a. Exercise caution in taking photographs or recording anything from the data subjects. Always
ask for their consent if doubts regarding their data privacy are present.
Data Transfer
a. Only transfer data to reliable and credible platforms. This is to avoid data leakage from
unauthorized and unreliable platforms. Only use the official Letran email in all thesis-related
endeavors.
Data Destruction
a. Indicate the length of time that the student researcher shall store the gathered data.
Normally, raw data should not stay with the researcher for more than one academic year.
b. Delete all copies of the raw data from all digital platforms (Google Drive, Google Forms,
Gmail, etc.)

XIII. AD HOC RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
General Overview
The Ad Hoc Research Ethics Committee (AHREC) is responsible for screening the research proposals
of senior high school, undergraduate, and graduate students prior to data gathering. The AHREC
ensures that the methods and procedures proposed by student researchers are in line with the ethical
guidelines of the Colegio as stipulated in this manual (see Section XII).
In times of disagreements and/ or disputes regarding a particular research, all the members are
enjoined to settle the problems among themselves. In the event that the disagreements and/or
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disputes cannot be resolved among themselves, the agreed party may also raise the concern to the
AHREC.
Composition
The Ad Hoc Research Ethics Committee (AHREC) shall be comprised of the following:
1. The Director of the Research and Publication Department
2. The Student Research Coordinator
3. One Program Chairperson
4. One Academic Head (Dean) or a representative
5. One RPD Researcher
Duties, Functions, and Responsibilities
1. Ensure that the research proposals of student researchers are in line with the ethical guidelines
stipulated in this manual, adhering to the values of respect for human persons, beneficence, and
justice.
2. Ensure that the informed consent form that will be used by the student researchers contain all
the necessary information that their participants need to know.
3. Ensure that no harm shall be done on human and animal subject before, during, and after the
data gathering procedures.
4. Issue ethics clearance for high-risk research, as guided by principles and process of ethics review
boards.
5. Process the complaints of student researchers in times of disagreements and/or disputes.
6. Process other disputes and concerns as deemed necessary by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs and/or the Director of the Research and Publication Department.

XIV. PLAGIARISM
General Overview
The Colegio abides by the principles of academic integrity and respecting other people’s intellectual
property. Plagiarism is the practice of copying someone’s work and pronouncing/declaring them as
his/her own. In the conduct of study, it is absolutely unethical to claim others’ ideas as one’s own. Due
recognition must be given to whom or where it is due (APA Ethics Code Standard 8.11, Plagiarism).
Self-Plagiarism
Self-Plagiarism, on the other hand, is a type of plagiarism wherein the author republishes his or her
work completely or reuses a portion of his/her previous text while authoring a new work (iThenticate,
The Ethics of Self-Plagiarism).
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Citation
The Colegio abides by the format of the American Psychological Association (7th Edition) in citing
references. Students from the College of Engineering and Information Technology are to follow the
IEEE citation format.
Sanctions
In accordance with the Student Handbook of the Collegiate Department of the Colegio (Student
Discipline 4.3.2.9, p. 49) and the Student Handbook of the Graduate School (Definition and Types of
Offenses and Corresponding Sanction 6.19.6, p. 36), plagiarism is classified as a major offense with
serious sanctions. A Student Researcher who plagiarizes is subject to failure in the requirement and
shall be given a minimum sanction of three (3) days suspension to a maximum sanction of dismissal
depending on the gravity of the offense for undergraduate students (p. 50, Student Handbook of the
Collegiate Department of Colegio de San Juan de Letran - Manila) and an automatic dismissal for
graduate students (p. 36, Graduate School Handbook)
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XV. PUBLISHABLE FORMAT
Below is the common format of a paper for publication which the Colegio abides to, IMRaD
(Introduction, Method, Results, and Discussion) format for quantitative papers and IMFaD (Introduction,
Method, Findings, and Discussion) format for qualitative paper.
Publishable Format (IMRaD / IMFaD Format) Guidelines*
Table 3. Publishable Format

Section
Abstract

Elements
Nature and Scope of the
paper
Objective or purpose
Research method
Results/Findings
Conclusion

Introduction

Trends in your field
Issues arising from the
trend

Objectives of the Paper
Contribution of the Paper

Theoretical
Background

Theoretical framework

Review of related literature

Conceptual framework
Method

Design

Subjects

Guidelines
• States what the paper is all about and the boundaries or limitations
of the problem or situation
• States the rationale of the investigation
• An account of the approaches / techniques to be described
specifically but selectively & comprehensively
• Describes the findings concisely, identified with important
numerical values when necessary
• Based on the results and discussion, conclusions are given w/
suggested future courses of action
• Discuss what is currently happening in your field (societal
movements, new developments, current changes)
• Consists of the things that become problematic in your field with
the existence of the trend (things affected by the trend)
• Contains the rationale why the topic is being researched on
• Identify the research gap
• Discuss the things that you plan to do to resolve the
issue/s.(purpose/s of the study)
• Discuss things that will happen once the issues are addressed.
• Involves the persons to whom the results of the paper will be
relevant
• Provides a strong underpinning or substantive explanation or
foundation of the main or central question of the study
➢ Statement of the theory
➢ Explanation of the theory
➢ Contextualization of the use of the theory in the study. (How
can the theory help achieve the objectives of the study?)
• Contains the synoptic and argumentative part of the study
➢ Synoptic part – contains the operational definition of the
variables used in the study and its relationship with other
variables (correlations, differences and effects) and/or its
historical background as revealed by previous literature
➢ Argumentative part – contains the sentence of problematizing
or the need for the study that leads to the hypotheses of the
study
• Indicates, either graphically or in narrative form, the main things to
be studied—the key factors, constructs or variables and hypotheses
• State the design
• Discuss briefly what the design is all about
• Discuss why the design is the most appropriate to use
• Identify the respondents / subjects of the study and how they are
chosen Indicate the inclusion / exclusion criteria in the selection of
respondents
• Profile of the respondents may be included here or in the results
section (may be done in textual or tabular form)
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Study site

Data measures

Results /
Findings

•
•
•
•

Data collection procedure
and ethical considerations

•

Data analysis

•

Tables and figures
Presentation of tables and
figures
Analysis of tables and
figures

•
•

Discussion

Conclusion

References

Use APA style or the IEE
Citation

Appendices

Attachments

Identify the study site and the things that make it interesting
Highlight some salient features of the study site
Guide in the choice of the site (Cross reference, if possible)
State the origin, purpose, features, validation, translation / back
translation and system of administration
Indicate how permission is sought, how informed consent is
secured, how protocols are observed and how long the data
gathering lasted
Indicate how data sense making was carried out by identifying the
statistical tools used vis-à-vis its corresponding use
Show the results of the study in tabular or graphical form
Introduce in statement form what the table or figure is all about

• Highlight the most salient aspects of the table or figure
• (Highest-lowest, most striking-least striking)
• Indicate the numerical values of significant relationships being
highlighted in parenthesis
• Have a one-sentence summary of the study findings
• Explain the causality of the findings through cross-referencing
• Explain the causality of the findings through bold attempt
• Discuss the implications of the findings to theory, research and
findings of a specific field/ discipline
• Recall of the study objectives
• Statement of the major findings of the study
• Discussion of the study conclusions’
• implication to theory, research, and practice
• Statement of what the paper has achieved
• Statement of what the paper can promise
• See APA manual, 6th Edition
• See IEEE Citation Style
• See examples in the examples in the pages to follow
• Letter of request to conduct the survey
• Consent Form
• Survey Questionnaire / Aide Memoire
• Computer-generated output
• Repertory grid/thematic network analysis
• Certificate of Statistical Treatment
• Result of the Plagiarism Check
• Certificate of Originality
• Certificate of Language Editing
• Approval Sheet
• Researchers Bionote

* Adapted from the Course Reading Packet: Writing for International Publication by Prof. Allan B. de Guzman, Ph.D.

APA Referencing
APA citation style refers to the rules and conventions established by the American Psychological
Association for documenting sources used in a research paper. APA style requires both in-text citations
and a reference list. For every in-text citation there should be a full citation in the reference list and
vice versa.
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For a more detailed information about APA citation style, refer to the Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association and the APA Style Guide to Electronic References found in the
following link: https://apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines/references
IEEE Referencing
For IEEE Referencing, you may access the guidelines in citations
https://ieeeauthorcenter.ieee.org/wp-content/uploads/IEEE-Reference-Guide.pdf

here:

Paper Format
All research manuscripts of the students to be submitted to the Research Methods Professor should
comply with the following formatting guidelines:
1. Font style is Times New Roman and font size is 12
2. Margin should be 1-inch on all sides
3. The manuscript should be double-spaced and justified, except for tables
4. The entire article should be single columned
5. Paragraphs should be indented using the normal tab default
6. Page numbers should be indicated on the upper right-hand corner of each page
7. Tables, figures, and headings must follow the format of the APA manual, 7th Edition. Students
from the College of Engineering and Information Technology are to follow the IEEE Citation Style
8. The abstract should approximately contain 150 – 300 words (including the keywords) and should
be written in a single paragraph (APA manual, 7th Edition)
Other Parts of the IMRaD / IMFad Article
There are three (3) additional parts of the article and these are:
1. Title Page
a. Title of the article
i. maximum of 40 characters or 12 salient words
ii. only the first word is capitalized (APA manual, 7th Edition)
b. Full name/s of author/s
c. Communication address
i. Academic Degree/s of Author/s
ii. Institutional Affiliation/s
d. Keywords below the abstract
2. Acknowledgment
This part mentions those who supported the author/s without being responsible for the
paper’s contents.
3. Appendices
Appendices may be used for material belonging to the report, but too bulky to be part of the
main text. For example, the summary tables / statistics / figures should be in the main text, but
detailed presentation of statistics must be in the appendix portion.
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Final Submission of Research Paper
After the student researcher had complied with all the necessary procedures in research writing
and has been released all the certifications from the RPD, he/she shall email his/her final IMRaD
formatted manuscript to research@letran.edu.ph for archiving.
1. Email Subject: Last Name, First Name Middle Initial (Title of Study)_Year
a. Ex: Dela Cruz, Juan S. (An Analysis of Colegio de San Juan de Letran’s Online Learning)_2021
b. For group papers, just choose the leader’s name
2. File Name: Last Name_Program_Semester_School Year
a. Ex: Dela Cruz_Educ_2nd sem_2020-2021
The RPD shall not release the SR09 – Student Research Clearance to the student in the event of
failure to email the IMRaD paper with the specified format.

XVI. STUDENT RESEARCH PUBLICATION
General Overview
Antorcha is a semi-annual scholarly journal of Colegio de San Juan de Letran-Manila published every
September and March. As a multidisciplinary research journal, it welcomes research from the senior
high school and undergraduate students of the Colegio.
The Letran Business and Economic Review is an annual scholarly journal of Colegio de San Juan de
Letran-Manila published every October. As a business research journal, it welcomes research from the
graduate programs of the Colegio.
Procedure for Student Publication
1. For Antorcha
a. The Research and Publication Department shall send a call for papers to the Program
Chairpersons / Academic Coordinator through the respective Academic Heads.
b. The Program Chairpersons / Academic Coordinator shall endorse manuscripts together with
the consent from the student researchers and research adviser.
c. The Student Research Coordinator (SRC) shall forward the manuscripts to the panel of
referees for a double-blind peer review. The panel of referees shall review the manuscripts
using the Student Publication Evaluation Tool
d. For authors with accepted manuscript, the SRC shall give a letter of acceptance together with
the comments and suggestions from the panel of referees.
e. The authors of accepted manuscripts shall submit an accomplished Student Publication
Copyright Agreement
f. For accepted manuscript, author shall accomplish the revisions from the panel of referees, if
there is any, within 2 weeks. Authors who do not abide with the suggestions made by the
referees shall be refused from publication.
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g. The revised manuscript shall be forwarded to the SRC and shall be included in the upcoming
issue of Antorcha.
2. For Letran Business and Economic Review
a. The Dean of the Graduate School shall endorse manuscripts together with the consent from
the student researchers and research adviser.
b. The Student Research Coordinator (SRC) shall forward the manuscripts to the panel of
referees for a double-blind peer review. The panel of referees shall review the manuscripts
using the Student Publication Evaluation Tool
c. For authors with accepted manuscript, the SRC shall give a letter of acceptance together with
the comments and suggestions from the panel of referees.
d. The authors of accepted manuscripts shall submit an accomplished Student Publication
Copyright Agreement
e. For accepted manuscript, author shall accomplish the revisions from the panel of referees, if
there is any, within 2 weeks. Authors who do not abide with the suggestions made by the
referees shall be refused from publication.
f. The revised manuscript shall be forwarded to the SRC and shall be included in the upcoming
issue of Letran Business and Economic Review.

XVII. OWNERSHIP
General Overview
Copyright pertains to an exclusive property to publish, produce, reproduce, translate, broadcast,
adapt, or perform a work (derived from the Copyright Act of McMaster University, 1985).
General Guidelines
1. The Student Researcher is the primary author of the research paper, whether it be a thesis or
dissertation.
2. Faculty Members who serve as Research Advisers become co-authors of the paper.
3. The authors are the immediate owner of the copyright of the research paper.
4. Student Researchers and Reasearch Advisers should communicate with each other in terms of
editing, presenting, and/or publishing a research paper.
5. The research paper should always bear the name of the Colegio in any presentations and
publications.
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XVIII. STUDENT RESEARCH SERVICES FORM
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XIX. STUDENT RESEARCH CHARTER
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XX. SCHEDULE OF FEES
LANGUAGE EDITING FEES
Undergraduate
MBA
DBA
No. of Pages
Php 40 per page
Php 45 per page
(double spaced,
Php 30 per page excluding
excluding the
excluding the
Times New
the references
references
references
Roman, 12)
Note: These are baseline fees. It may vary according to the scope and magnitude of editing
done by the editor.

STATISTICAL SERVICES FEES
Tools
Basic
Statistical
Tools

Advance
Statistical
Tools

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

t-test/z-test
Correlation
ANOVA
Chi-square Non-parametric tools
Simple Linear Regression
Factor Analysis
Conjoint Analysis
Structural Equation Modelling
Trend Analysis
Forecasting Logistical
Multiple Regression
Moderation/ Mediation Analysis
Logit/Probit/Tobit
DEA
Cluster Analysis
MANOVA/ANCOVA

Undergraduate

MBA

DBA

Php 2,500

Php 5,000

Php 7,000

Php 3,000

Php 7,000

Php 10,000

INSTRUMENT VALIDATION FEES

Corresponding Fee

Undergraduate

MBA

DBA

Php 600*

Php 700*

Php 800*

*Per survey instrument or interview protocol
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ORIGINALITY CHECKING FEES

Corresponding Fee

Undergraduate

MBA

Php 600*

Php 700*

DBA
Php 800*

*Inclusive of 3 runs per manuscript per course. Separate payment for Proposal and Final
Defense
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